SCIENCE FROM SCIENTISTS RECEIVES FREE GRAPHIC
DESIGN AND MARKETING SUPPORT
STEM-focused non-profit named recipient of Design Pickle's Random Acts
of Design program for Q3
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Bedford, MA (September 2, 2020) - Creative services company Design Pickle has
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announced Science from Scientists as the latest winner of their Random Acts of
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Design program in support of STEM literacy and education.
The Arizona-based company will provide the non-profit with three free months
of their graphic design services, one free year of access to their premium stock
library, FreshStock, as well as three months of marketing consultation.
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“Design Pickle’s resources will be game-changing for Science from Scientists
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this year, especially as the need for engaging and exciting, online and at-home
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STEM education increases,” said Dr. Erika Ebbel Angle, Founder & Executive
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Director of Science from Scientists. “This opportunity couldn’t have come at a
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better time for our organization and we can’t wait to see what we achieve with
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Design Pickle’s help.”

rate.

Design Pickle launched Random Acts of Design during the first quarter of 2020
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in an effort to become an ally to the non-profit community. By providing access

information on Design

to high-quality design, the platform hopes to ease the financial strain of
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producing marketing collateral.

at jess@designpickle.com
or visit designpickle.com.

“We’re proud to make ourselves a resource to Science from Scientists through
Random Acts of Design,” said Russ Perry. “Our company’s vision is to change
lives through creativity, and as a software-as-a-service company, we’re excited to
help them amplify their community impact through STEM literacy programs.”
For more information about the Random Acts of Design program, visit here. To
learn more about Design Pickle, visit www.designpickle.com.
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